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ONE-POINT CONCENTRATION OF THE CLIQUE AND CHROMATIC
NUMBERS OF THE RANDOM CAYLEY GRAPH ON Fn2
RUDI MRAZOVIC´
Abstract. Green [Gre05a] showed that there exist constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that the
clique number ω of the random Cayley graph on Fn2 satisfies limnÑ8 PpC1n log n ă ω ă
C2n log nq “ 1. In this paper we find the best possible C1 and C2. Moreover, we prove
that for n in a set of density 1, clique number is actually concentrated on a single value. As
a simple consequence of these results, we also prove the one-point concentration result for
the chromatic number, thus proving the Fn2 analogue of the famous conjecture by Bolloba´s
[Bol04] and giving almost the complete answer to the question by Green [Gre15].
1. Introduction
Clique number of a graph is the size of its largest complete subgraph. It is a classical result
of the theory of random graphs that the clique number in the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model GpN, 1
2
q is
strongly concentrated around 2 logN (all the logarithms appearing in this paper will be with
base 2). Even more so, Bolloba´s and Erdo˝s [BE76] and Matula [Mat72] independently proved
that the clique number is with high probability equal to one of the two values, and that for
most N it is actually concentrated on a single value.
There is also a standard more algebraic way of constructing a random graph. Given an
abelian group G, one constructs a random graph with vertex set G by taking a random
subset A Ă G so that each each element lies in A with probability 1
2
, independently of other
elements, and joining vertices x ‰ y if and only if x ` y P A. This graph is called random
Cayley sum graph. (There is also a related notion of random Cayley graph where one takes
A to be a random symmetric set and joins x ‰ y if and only if x ´ y P A. In Fn2 these are
the same, and for other groups most of the results true for one concept are also true for the
other.) In [Gre05a], Green studied the clique number of the random Cayley sum graph on
the groups Z{NZ and Fn2 . He proved that with high probability clique number is less than
160 logN in the Z{NZ case and between 1
4
n log n and 308n log n in the Fn2 case. Green and
Morris [GM15] improved the former result by proving that for any ǫ ą 0 the clique number is
with high probability at most p2 ` ǫq logN . The corresponding lower bound of p2´ ǫq logN
is much easier to prove, see [Gre15].
In this paper, we improve Green’s result on Fn2 . Let ωn denote the corresponding clique
number (we will omit subscript when it is clear from the context). The exact improvement is
contained in the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. For every ǫ ą 0,
lim
nÑ8
Pp1
2
n log n ă ωn ă p1` ǫqn log nq “ 1.
Additionally, we also prove that the constants in front of n log n in the previous theorem
are optimal, i.e. we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The constants 1
2
and 1` ǫ in Theorem 1 are optimal, i.e. there exist sequences
pniq and pnjq such that
lim
iÑ8
Pp1
2
ni log ni ă ωni ă p12 ` ǫqni log niq “ 1
and
lim
jÑ8
Ppnj log nj ă ωnj ă p1` ǫqnj log njq “ 1.
Moreover, we prove that for most n the clique number is concentrated on a single value.
This is the Fn2 analogue of the celebrated two-point concentration result in the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi
model stated above. We note that this is the first result of that type for random Cayley sum
graphs.
The word most above is justified by the following corollary. For arbitrary A Ă N we
define its density as dpAq “ limnÑ8 |A X t1, . . . , nu|{n and its lower density by dpAq “
lim infnÑ8 |AX t1, . . . , nu|{n.
Theorem 3. There exists a sequence pnlq of density 1 such that
lim
lÑ8
Ppωnl “ 2tlognl`log lognluq “ 1.
In Section 9 we will show that the analogous result is also true for the chromatic number
χ. The proof will turn out to be a straightforward consequence of the result about the clique
number.
Theorem 4. There exists a sequence pnlq of density 1 such that
lim
lÑ8
Ppχnl “ 2n´tlognl`log lognluq “ 1.
One can consider this result as the Fn2 analogue of the famous question by Bolloba´s [Bol04]
claiming that the clique number in the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi GpN, 1
2
q model is concentrated on Op1q
values which is still wide open. However, some very interesting results have been obtained
in models Gpn, pq for p very small, see e.g. the work of Alon and Krivelevich [AK97] where
p “ n´1{2´δ.
Additionally, Green [Gre15] asked what is, asymptotically, the chromatic number of the
random Cayley graph of Fn2 . The previous theorem gives a very precise answer for n in a
set of density 1. In the same way we will prove Theorem 4, it is also possible to use other
results for the clique number to say something about the chromatic number for every n, but
unfortunately we were unable to give the complete answer to Green’s question.
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We will mostly concentrate on the upper bound in Theorem 1, since the lower bound is
essentially already contained in [Gre05a]; we provide the details for the latter in Section 6.
Notice that the set X Ă Fn2 spans a clique in the random Cayley graph generated by the set
A if and only if X p`X Ă A, where X p`X “ tx1 ` x2 : x1, x2 P X,x1 ‰ x2u. This observation,
together with Markov’s inequality, was used in [Gre05a] to derive the inequality
Ppω ě kq ď
ÿ
lěk´1
|Slk|2´l,
where Slk is the family of sets X Ă Fn2 satisfying |X| “ k and |X p`X| “ l. If one has a
good upper bound for |Slk|, the right hand side is op1q and k is an upper bound for the clique
number with probability tending to 1. We will use this approach only to deal with sets X
of large doubling (|X p`X| ě 10|X|); we give details in Section 3. The main downside of
this approach is that it fails to deal with any dependencies between events tX p`X Ă Au for
different sets X.
We have the obvious inequality
Ppω ě kq ď P
¨˝ ď
|X|“k,|X p`X|ă10ktX
p`X Ă Au‚˛` P
¨˝ ď
|X|“k,|X p`X|ě10ktX
p`X Ă Au‚˛. (1.1)
We denote the two terms on the right hand side by Psmallpnq and Plargepnq, respectively. In
Section 4 we introduce a new approach which deals with some of the dependencies mentioned
above, and thus effectively bounds Psmallpnq. We prove the optimality result in Section 7 and
the one-point concentration of the clique number in Section 8.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Ben Green for communicating the problem and
helpful suggestions and to Sean Eberhard and Freddie Manners for fruitful discussions.
2. Notation
Although most of the notation was implicitly used in the introduction, we give it here for the
reader’s convenience. In this paper N will always denote the size of the group Fn2 , so N “ 2n.
For sets X,Y Ă Fn2 we will denote their sumset by X ` Y , so X `Y “ tx` y : x P X, y P Y u.
We will also consider their restriced sumset X p`Y “ tx ` y : x P X, y P Y, x ‰ yu. Notice
that in the Fn2 setting we always have X p`Y “ pX ` Y qzt0u. We will also use standard
O-notation: if f, g are two functions on positive integers we will write fpnq “ Opgpnqq (or
|fpnq| ! |gpnq|) if there exists C ą 0 such that |fpnq| ď C|gpnq| for all large enough n.
Additionally, fpnq “ opgpnqq would mean that fpnq{gpnq tends to 0 as n tends to infinity.
3. Sets of large doubling
Our aim in this section is to prove that Plargepnq “ op1q for suitable choice of k. This is
basically a consequence of results obtained in [Gre05a] joined with a new result by Even-Zohar
[EZ12].
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First of all, note that by the union bound, we have
P
¨˝ ď
|X|“k,|X p`X|ě10ktX
p`X Ă Au‚˛ď ÿ
lě10k
|Slk|2´l.
Let X Ă Fn2 , Y Ă Fm2 be fixed sets. We will say that a bijection f : X Ñ Y is a Fre˘ıman
isomorphism if for every x1, x2, x3, x4 P X
x1 ` x2 “ x3 ` x4 if and only if fpx1q ` fpx2q “ fpx3q ` fpx4q. (3.1)
In this case we will say that sets X and Y are Fre˘ıman isomorphic. Let r be the largest integer
such that X is Fre˘ıman isomorphic to a subset of Fr2 which is not contained in a proper affine
subspace. This number r is known as the Fre˘ıman dimension of the set X; we will denote it
by rpXq.
Proposition 26 from [Gre05a] gives us the following bound for |Slk|.
Proposition 5. Let rk,l “ maxXPSl
k
rpXq. We have
|Slk| ď N rk,l`1k4k.
For l ď k31{30 there is a better bound
|Slk| ď N rk,l`1
ˆ
el
k
˙k
exppk31{32q.
We will bound rk,l from Proposition 5 using the following version of Fre˘ıman’s theorem
proved by Even-Zohar [EZ12].
Theorem 6. Suppose X Ă Fn2 has cardinality k and that |X ` X| ď Kk for some K ě 1.
Then there is a subgroup H containing X such that
|H| ď 4
Kk
2K
.
Corollary 7. Suppose X Ă Fn2 , |X| “ k and |X `X| “ l. Then
rpXq ď log k ` 2l{k.
Proof. Let f : X Ñ Fr2 be an injection which satisfies (3.1). Notice that |fpXq ` fpXq| “
|X `X| ď l. By the previous theorem we conclude that fpXq is contained in a subgroup of
size at most 4
Kk
2K
, for K “ l{k. All subgroups of Fn2 are also subspaces and the claim easily
follows. 
Let k ě 1
2
n log n. Notice that |X `X| “ |X p`X| ` 1 for any set X. Using the first bound
in Proposition 5 and the bound for the Fre˘ıman dimension given in Corollary 7 we get
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ÿ
lěk31{30
|Slk|2´l ď
ÿ
lěk31{30
N log k`2pl`1q{k`1k4k2´l ď
ÿ
lěk31{30
2lp´1`
n log k
l
` 3n
k
` 4k log k
l
q
ď
ÿ
lěk31{30
2lp´1`op1qq “ op1q. (3.2)
Additionally, using the second bound in Proposition 5, we getÿ
10kďlăk31{30
|Slk|2´l ď
ÿ
10kďlăk31{30
N log k`2pl`1q{k`1
ˆ
el
k
˙k
exppk31{32q2´l
ď
ÿ
10kďlăk31{30
2lp´1`
n log k
l
` 3n
k
` k
l
logp elk q` 2k31{32l q
ď
ÿ
10kďlăk31{30
2lp´1`
1
5
` k
l
logp elk q`op1qq “ op1q. (3.3)
Combining (3.2) and (3.3) we conclude that Plargepnq “ op1q for any k ě 12n log n.
4. Sets of small doubling
In this section we deal with sets of small doubling. The strategy is the following. First
of all, notice that every set X of size k satisfying |X p`X| ă 10k is by Theorem 6 contained
in a subspace of size Opkq. Now fix a subspace V of this size and consider all sets of size k
contained in it. The crucial claim we will prove here is that there exists a small family F of
large sets such that for each X, the set X p`X contains a set from this family. This will enable
us to exploit dependencies between events tX p`X Ă Au for various sets X. More precisely,
we will use the following obvious inequality
P
¨˝ ď
|X|“k,XĂV
tX p`X Ă Au‚˛“ P
¨˝ ď
FPF
ď
|X|“k,XĂV,FĂX p`XtX
p`X Ă Au‚˛
ď P
˜ď
FPF
tF Ă Au
¸
ď
ÿ
FPF
P pF Ă Aq . (4.1)
Obviously, the crucial step in this approach is to find the family F with these properties
and this is what we do in the following theorem.
Theorem 8. Fix ǫ ą 0. For large enough n ě n0pǫq the following holds. Let k ě ǫN and
k1 be the power of 2 satisfying k1 ă k ď 2k1. There is a family F of subsets of Fn2 with the
following properties
(i) |F | ď 2ǫN ,
(ii) every F P F has at least p2´ ǫqk1 elements,
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(iii) for every X Ă Fn2 with k elements, there is F P F such that F Ă X `X.
A careful reader might object that k ě ǫN is not the setting we have been working with
until now, since k of our interest is of about logarithmic size of the size of the ambient group.
However, in the application of this theorem, we will consider our k-element subset as being
contained in some subgroup of size Opkq, which we can do by Theorem 6. So N here actually
represents the size of this subgroup.
There are couple of ingredients we need in the proof of this theorem. The first one is a
regularity lemma in Fn2 . The variant we will use was first proven by Green in [Gre05b].
Let V ď Fn2 . We give V the uniform probability measure and V ˚ the counting measure.
Hence, for any f : V Ñ R and r P V ˚ we define corresponding Fourier coefficient bypfprq “ EvPV fpvqp´1qxv,ry.
Fix a subset X Ă Fn2 . For i P Fn2 we consider function 1pX´iqXV : V Ñ R. We will say that
i is an ǫ-regular value for X with respect to V if
sup
r‰0
| {1pX´iqXV prq| ď ǫ.
Notice that i is ǫ-regular value if and only if all the elements in i ` V are ǫ-regular values.
Indeed, this follows easily by noticing that | {1pX´iqXV prq| “ | {1pX´pi`vqqXV prq| for all v P V .
Thus, we may also talk about ǫ-regular cosets of V . Additionally, we will say that X is ǫ-
regular with respect to V if there are less than ǫN choices of i which are not ǫ-regular values
for X with respect to V .
The following is Theorem 2.1 from [Gre05b].
Theorem 9 (Regularity lemma in Fn2 ). Let ǫ P p0, 12q and X Ă Fn2 . Then there is a subspace
V ď Fn2 of codimension Oǫp1q such that X is ǫ-regular with respect to V .
This result is the main ingredient in the proof of the following proposition which is all we
will ultimately need.
Proposition 10. Let X Ă Fn2 , ǫ ą 0 and |X| ě ǫN . There is a subspace V ď Fn2 of
codimension Oǫp1q and I Ă Fn2 {V such that |X X
Ť
iPIpi ` V q| ě p1 ´ ǫq|X| and |pX X pi `
V qq ` pX X pi1 ` V qq| ě p1´ ǫq|V | for all i, i1 P I.
Proof. It is enough to prove the claim only for small enough ǫ. Apply the regularity lemma
with parameter ǫ5. We get at most ǫ5N elements which are not ǫ5-regular values for X. By
the comment above, this is equivalent to stating that at most ǫ5|Fn2 {V | cosets of V are not
ǫ5-regular. Let I be the set of all translates i ` V of V such that |X X pi` V q| ě ǫ3|V | and
i is ǫ5-regular value for X with respect to V . It is easy to see that |X X ŤiPIpi ` V q| ě
|X| ´ ǫ3N ´ ǫ5|Fn2 {V ||V | ě p1´ ǫq|X|.
Fix i, i1 P I and let E “ pX ´ iq X V and F “ pX ´ i1q X V . To prove the remaining
property, it is enough to prove that |E ` F | ě p1´ ǫq|V |.
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Let S “ V zpE ` F q. By Plancherel’s formula
0 “ EvPV 1E ˚ 1F pvq1Spvq “ |E||F ||S|{|V |3 `
ÿ
rPV ˚zt0u
x1Eprqx1F prqx1Sprq,
and hence
|E||F ||S|{|V |3 ď ǫ5
ÿ
rPV ˚zt0u
|x1Eprq|1{2|x1F prq|1{2|x1Sprq|
ď ǫ5
˜ ÿ
rPV ˚
|x1Eprq|2¸1{4˜ ÿ
rPV ˚
|x1F prq|2¸1{4˜ ÿ
rPV ˚
|x1Sprq|2¸1{2
ď ǫ5|E|1{4|F |1{4|S|1{2{|V |.
The conclusion is that |S| ď ǫ10|V |4|E|´3{2|F |´3{2, which together with hypothesis on the
sizes of sets E and F gives us what we want. 
The second major ingredient we will need in the proof of Theorem 8 is the following classical
theorem by Kneser [Kne53].
Theorem 11 (Kneser). Let G be an abelian group. For any set S Ă G define SympSq “ tg P
G : g ` S “ Su. Then
|A`B| ě |A| ` |B| ´ |SympA`Bq|.
Readers interested in the proof could consult the book by Tao and Vu [TV06]. We use this
theorem to derive the following simple consequence.
Proposition 12. Let A,B Ă Fn2 and suppose that |B| ą m, where m is some power of 2.
Then
|A`B| ě minp|A| `m, 2mq.
Proof. Let W “ SympA`Bq. Obviously, W is a subgroup, hence |W | is a power of 2. Notice
that for any nonempty set S we must have |S| ě |SympSq|. Indeed, for fixed s P S and
g P SympSq, we must have that t “ g ` s P S. However, s and t uniquely determine g, and
since there are |S| options for t, we are done. Thus, if |W | ě 2m, then the proof is finished.
Suppose now that |W | ď m and let π : Fn2 Ñ Fn2 {W be the canonical projection. Notice that
|πpAq| ě |A|{|W | and |πpBq| ě m{|W |`1. Kneser’s theorem now gives us that |πpAq`πpBq| ě
|πpAq| ` |πpBq| ´ 1. It is easy to see that A ` B is equal to some union of cosets of W and
hence |A ` B| “ |πpA ` Bq||W | “ |πpAq ` πpBq||W |. Using this and the previous three
inequalities we get what we wanted. 
We proceed to the proof of the main theorem in this section.
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Proof of Theorem 8. In this proof we will use Proposition 10 and hence will also use the
notation introduced there. Obviously, it is enough to prove the claim only for small enough
ǫ.
Let η “ ǫ7, and d be the maximal codimension given by the regularity lemma when applied
with parameter η. We will say that a set is almost coset of V if it can be obtained by removing
at most ǫ3|V | elements from a coset of V . Our family F will consist of all subsets of Fn2 with
at least p2´ǫqk1 elements that can be obtained as a union of almost cosets of some subspace V
of codimension at most d. Family F by its definition satisfies property (ii) from the statement
of the theorem. Let’s prove that it also satisfies property (i), that is |F | ď 2ǫN (for n large
enough).
Fix codimension d1 ď d and let D1 “ 2d1 . There are at most Nd1 ways to choose subspace
V of codimension d1, and 2D
1
ways to choose some of its cosets from which we will remove
some elements to obtain a set in F . So the contribution from these two factors is bounded
by 2opNq. Once we have chosen cosets, we need to bound the number of ways to remove at
most ǫ3N{D1 elements from each of them. We bound this by¨˝
ǫ3N{D1ÿ
s“0
ˆ
N{D1
s
˙‚˛D1 ď ND1ˆ N{D1
ǫ3N{D1
˙D1
ď ND1 `e{ǫ3˘ǫ3N ď 2opNq2ǫ2N .
Multiplying these bounds, and taking the union over all the possible choices for d1 gives the
required bound.
Let’s prove now the remaining (and most important) property (iii). Take any X Ă Fn2 ,
|X| “ k, and apply Proposition 10 with parameter η. Let XI “ X X
Ť
iPIpi` V q.
Let m be the largest power of 2 such that |I| ą m{2. Then obviously |I| ď m and by
Proposition 12 also m ď |I ` I|.
Let δ be the density of X on the union of translates from I. Hence
p1´ ηqk1 ă p1´ ηq|X| ď |XI | “ δ|I||V | ď δm|V |.
Notice that if |XI `XI | ě p2´ ǫqk1, then XI `XI P F and we are done. If not, then
p2´ ǫqk1 ą |XI `XI | ě p1´ ηq|I ` I||V | ě p1´ ηqm|V |.
So
1´ η
δ
ă m|V |
k1
ă 2´ ǫ
1´ η ă 2.
However, since the second term is a power of 2, we conclude that δ ě 1´ η.
Let J be the set of all those j P I for which |X X pj`V q| ě p1´?ηq|V |. By bounding the
size of X XŤiPIpi` V q from below and from above we get
p1´ ηq|I||V | ď |J ||V | ` p1´?ηqp|I| ´ |J |q|V |,
and hence |J | ě p1´?ηq|I|.
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If we set XJ “ X X
Ť
jPJpj ` V q, then
|XJ | ě |XI | ´ ?η|I||V | ě p1´ ηq|X| ´ ?ηN ě p1´ η ´?η{ǫq|X| ą p1´ ǫqk1.
Proposition 12 now shows that |XJ ` X| ě p2 ´ ǫqk1, so XJ ` X P F and we are again
done. 
By applying Theorem 8 for, say, ǫ{2 and removing the element 0 from all sets in F , we get
the following corollary.
Corollary 13. Theorem 8 is also true if we replace sumsets with restriced sumsets.
5. Proof of the upper bound in Theorem 1
We can now easily finish the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 1. Let k “ tp1`ǫqn log nu
and δ ą 0 to be specified later. As we said at the beginning of this section, any X such that
|X| “ k and |X ` X| ă 10|X| is contained in some subspace of size Opkq. Since there are
at most N logOpkq such subspaces, applying Corollary 13 with parameter δ and from (4.1) we
have
Psmallpnq ď N logOpkq2δOpkq2´p2´δqk1
ď N logOpkq2δOpkq2´p1´δ{2qk
ď 2n lognp1`δOp1q´p1´δ{2qp1`ǫq`op1qq (5.1)
and this is op1q if we choose δ sufficiently small, which, joined with the appropriate result for
Plargepnq from Section 3 proves the upper bound.
6. Proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1
In this section we prove the lower bound stated in Theorem 1. As we mentioned in the
introduction, this is basically already contained in Green’s initial paper [Gre05a], so here we
just sketch his argument and do a more careful calculation.
Let m “ tlog n` log log nu and let M be the number of m-dimensional subspaces H of Fn2
satisfying Hzt0u Ď A. In [Gre05a] it was proven that
EM ě 2nm´m2´2m and VarpMq ď 2
mÿ
l“1
22mn´2
m`1`2l´nl.
Notice that 2l ´ nl ď 2 ´ n for every l “ 1, . . . ,m. Indeed, the crucial point is when l “ m;
in that case we have
2m ´ npm´ 1q ´ 2 ď 2logn`log logn ´ nplog n` log log n´ 2q ´ 2
ď ´n log log n` 2n´ 2 ď 0. (6.1)
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Second moment method now gives
PpM “ 0q ď VarpMqpEMq2 ď 8m2
2m2´n “ op1q.
Notice now that whenever Hzt0u Ă A there is a clique of size at least |H|, since Hzt0u “
H p`H, so we get the lower bound
Ppω ą 1
2
n log nq ě Ppω ě 2tlogn`log lognuq “ 1´ op1q. (6.2)
7. Optimality
Finally, we prove that the results obtained in the previous two sections are optimal (in
terms of constants in front of n log n).
Proof of Theorem 2. First of all, let’s prove that for every ǫ ą 0, there is a sequence pniq for
which k “ tp1
2
` ǫqn log nu is the upper bound for the clique number. We already know from
Section 3 that Plargepniq “ op1q.
Let mi “
Y
1
1`ǫ2
i
]
and ni “ 2mi . Notice that for such ni we haveˆ
1` ǫ
1` ǫ ´ p
1
2
` ǫq21´i
˙
2mi`i´1 ´ 1 ď k ď
ˆ
1` ǫ
1` ǫ
˙
2mi`i´1.
We remind the reader that we defined k1 as the power of 2 satisfying k1 ă k ď 2k1. By the
previous two inequalities, we have k1 “ 2mi`i´1. Moreover, by the second inequality we have
p1
2
` ǫqk1{k ě 1
2
` ǫ
2
. Following the same calculation as in (5.1) we now have
Psmallpniq ď 2ni lognip1`δOp1q`op1qq´p2´δqk1 ď 2ni lognip1`δOp1q`op1q´p2´δqp
1
2
`ǫqk1{kq
ď 2ni lognip1`δOp1q`op1q´p2´δqp 12` ǫ2 qq
and this is again op1q if we choose δ sufficiently small. Hence
lim
iÑ8
Ppω ď p1
2
` ǫqni log niq “ 1
and the lower bound obtained in the previous section is optimal.
To prove that the upper bound from Section 4 is also optimal, first notice that the same
calculations we did in Section 6 would, for some n, go through for m “ tlog n` log log nu` 1.
Indeed, it is easy to see that 21´tlog xu ´ 1 ! 1
x
ď log x
2x
for all large enough integers x of the
form x “ 2s ´ 1, so if we set nj “ 22j´1 we get that (6.1) is now
2m ´ njpm´ 1q ´ 2 ă p21´tlog lognju ´ 1qnj log nj ´ nj log log nj ` nj
ď log lognj
2 lognj
¨ nj log nj ´ nj log log nj ` nj “ ´12nj log log nj ` nj ă 0.
Proceeding as before, this gives
Ppω ą nj log njq ě Ppω ě 2tlog nj`log lognju`1q “ 1´ op1q. (7.1)

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8. One-point concentration of the clique number
In this section we prove that we actually have one-point concentration for most n, namely
Theorem 3. This will be an easy consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition 14. Let ǫ ą 0 and pnlq be a sequence satisfying tlog nl ` log log nlu ă 1 ´ ǫ.
Then
lim
lÑ8
Ppωnl “ 2tlognl`log lognluq “ 1.
Proof. Let ǫ ą 0 and pnlq be a sequence as in the statement of the proposition. To prove the
upper bound, we set k “ 2tlog n`log lognu ` 1. As before, by the results of Section 3 we already
have Plargepnlq “ op1q. On the other hand, after applying Corollary 13 with parameter δ and
by the same calculation as in (5.1) we get
Psmallpnlq ď 2nl lognlp1`op1q`δOp1q´p2´δq2´tlog nl`log log nluq.
Choosing δ small enough gives Psmallpnlq “ op1q and this proves that with high probability the
clique number is at most 2tlogn`log lognu. Additionally, from (6.2) we see that the corresponding
lower bound is also true, which finishes the proof. 
We can now move to the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. First we prove that for any ǫ ą 0 there exists a set Tǫ such that dpTǫq ą
1´ ǫ and
lim
nÑ8,nPTǫ
Ppw “ 2tlogn`log lognuq “ 1.
To do this, by Proposition 14, it is enough to prove that for any ǫ ą 0, the set of integers
satisfying tlog n` log log nu ă 1´ ǫ{24 has lower density at least 1´ ǫ.
Notice that within range 2m ď n ă 2m`1, the quantity log log n varies within an interval
of size about 1{m, so for m large enough having tlog nu P pǫ{12, 1 ´ ǫ{12q ensures that
tlog n` log log nu ă 1´ ǫ{24. However, there are p21´ǫ{12 ´ 2ǫ{12q2m ą p1´ ǫ{3q2m such n in
this range, and it is easy to see that this implies that the lower density is at least 1´ ǫ.
Let Sǫ “ tn P Tǫ : Ppw “ 2tlog n`log lognuq ą 1 ´ ǫu. Obviously, dpSǫq ě dpTǫq ą 1 ´ ǫ.
It is now easy to see that the sequence
Ť
n S1{n satisfies all the requirements needed in the
statement. 
Unfortunately, we cannot omit the condition that n goes over a set of density 1 and let n
go over all the integers. Indeed by (7.1) there exists a sequence pnjq such that
lim
jÑ8
Ppw ě 2tlog nj`log lognju`1q “ 1.
9. One-point concentration of the chromatic number
In this final section we prove the one-point concentration result for the chromatic number,
that is Theorem 4. As we will see, this is a very easy consequence of the corresponding result
for the clique number - Theorem 3 and its proof.
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Proof of Theorem 4. First of all, notice that, by symmetry, all the results in previous sections
would also hold if we considered the independence number (that is, the size of the largest
independent set of vertices) instead of the clique number. By Theorem 3 the independence
number is with high probability equal to 2tlogn`log lognu, and hence, since every colour forms an
independent set, by the pigeonhole principle the chromatic number is at least 2n´tlogn`log lognu.
On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 3 reveals that not only that the clique number is
as claimed, but also that the largest clique is formed by a subspace V of dimension tlog n`
log log nu. Notice that if a subspace forms an independent set, then the same is true for
each of its translates, since pi ` V q p`pi ` V q “ V p`V for any i P Fn2 . Hence we can define
a valid colouring by colouring each translate of V with its own colour, thus using exactly
2n´tlogn`log lognu colours. 
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